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Heat-capacity anomalies atTsc and T* in the ferromagnetic superconductor UGe2
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The heat-capacity and magnetization measurements under high pressure have been carried out in a ferro-
magnetic superconductor UGe2. Both measurements were done using a same pressure cell in order to obtain
both data for one pressure. Contrary to the heat capacity at ambient pressure, an anomaly is found in the heat
capacity at the characteristic temperatureT* where the magnetization shows an anomalous enhancement under
high pressure where the superconductivity appears. This suggests that a thermodynamic phase transition takes
place atT* at least under high pressure slightly belowPc* whereT* becomes zero. The heat-capacity anomaly
associated with the superconducting transition is also investigated, where a clear peak ofC/T is observed in a
narrow pressure region (DP;0.1 GPa) aroundPc* contrary to the previous results of the resistivity measure-
ment. Present results suggest the importance of the thermodynamic critical pointPc* for the appearance of the
superconductivity.
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Recently the pressure-induced superconductivity w
found in UGe2.1,2 This finding is quite interesting since th
superconductivity appears in the pressure range from 1.
1.6 GPa where UGe2 is still in the ferromagnetic state. Thi
is the first case where the same 5f electrons are involved
with both orderings.

From the theoretical point of view, the coexistence of s
perconductivity and ferromagnetism has been conside
over several decades.3–5 Basically these theories assume th
the superconductivity is mediated by the low-energy m
netic excitation which is enhanced near the ferromagn
quantum critical point~QCP! where a second-order phas
transition is driven to 0 K by theparameter such as the pre
sure or the stoichiometric composition of a sample. The
perconductivity is predicted to appear in both ferromagne
and paramagnetic sides of the QCP. However, contrary to
above theoretical predictions, the mechanism of superc
ductivity in UGe2 seems to have no relation with the ferr
magnetic fluctuation associated with the ferromagnetic c
cal pointPc since the transition from the ferromagnetic sta
to the paramagnetic state is established as a first orde
UGe2.6–8

In UGe2, there is another ‘‘phase boundary’’ at the cha
acteristic temperatureT* in the ferromagnetic ordered sta
belowTC. At T* , there is a broad anomaly in the resistivi
and the thermal expansion.9 The magnetization shows a
anomalous increase belowT* .2,10–12Experimentally the mi-
croscopic origin ofT* is not clear at present. With increasin
pressure,T* decreases monotonously and becomes 0 K at a
pressurePc* (;1.20 GPa). The superconducting transiti
temperatureTsc shows a maximum value aroundPc* .2,13

Thus it was pointed out that the superconductivity was m
diated by the low-energy magnetic excitation around
‘‘critical point’’ Pc* .1,2 This point of view implicitly assumes
the Pc* as a second-order QCP. However there is no dist
anomaly aroundT* in the heat capacity at ambien
pressure.2,14 Thus, for the understanding of the coexisten
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of the superconductivity and the ferromagnetism in UGe2, it
is highly desirable to clarify that a real transition occurs
T* and thatPc* corresponds to a thermodynamic critic
point from the heat-capacity measurement.

In this Rapid Communication, we report the result of t
heat-capacity measurement on UGe2 under high pressure
Our experimental results suggest that a second-order p
transition takes place atT* at least in a high-pressure regio
The heat-capacity anomaly associated with the superc
ducting transition is observed in the narrow pressure reg
aroundPc* .

A single crystal was grown by the Czochralski pullin
method in a tetra-arc furnace as described in Ref. 13.
residual resistivity ratio was 600 at ambient pressure, in
cating high quality. The Cu-Be piston-cylinder cell was d
signed as can be used in the heat-capacity and magnetiz
measurements so that both data were obtained for the s
pressure. The heat capacityC(T) was measured by the adia
batic heat pulse method using a3He-4He dilution refrigera-
tor, while the magnetization measurement was done by u
a commercial superconducting quantum interference de
magnetometer.

Figure 1~a! shows the temperature dependence ofC/T at
1.15 (,Pc* ) and 1.28 GPa (.Pc* ) under zero magnetic
field. The temperature dependence of the magnetization
der the magnetic field of 0.5 T is also plotted. At 1.15 GP
the magnetization shows a characteristic increase belowT*
;6 K. Correspondingly a heat-capacity anomaly is found
appear aroundT* , which is contrary to the heat capacity
ambient pressure where a distinct anomaly is absent aro
T* . This observation suggests that a phase transition ta
place atT* at least under high pressure just belowPc* . The
transition temperature is defined asT* 56.0 K such that the
entropy is conserved as drawn by a broken line in Fig. 1~a!.
The value ofDC/T* is about 70620 mJ/mol K2, whereDC
is the jump of the heat capacity atT* . At 1.28 GPa, above
Pc* , there is no anomaly in both the heat capacity and
©2004 The American Physical Society13-1
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magnetization. The temperature dependence of the ent
S(T) obtained by theC/T curve at 1.15 GPa (,Pc* ) devi-
ates from that of 1.28 GPa (.Pc* ) below T* due to the
phase transition atT* , while bothS(T) curves show good
accordance aboveT* . The magnetization at 1.15 GPa in
creases gradually with decreasing temperature belowT* .
The curve of the heat capacity is of thel-type. These results
suggest the second-order phase transition atT* . Therefore,
the enhancement of the linear heat-capacity coefficientgn
seems to originate from the low-energy fluctuation arou
Pc* which causes the superconductivity.

The value ofDC/T* is roughly consistent with the recen
thermal expansion (aV) result (DC/T* ;55 mJ/mol K2) es-
timated by the relationdT* /dP5(DaV /(DC/T* ) at 1.02
GPa, assuming a second-order transition. Here,dT* /dP is
the pressure dependence ofT* . DaV is the jump ofaV at
T* .15

It is revealed by the magnetization measurement thatT*
is induced by the application of the external field along
easya axis in the pressure region abovePc* .2,10,11 In the
present experiment, the field-induced anomaly of the h
capacity is observed at 1.28 GPa as shown in Fig. 1~b! where
the magnetization starts to increase atT* . Therefore, it is
suggested that the inducement ofT* is a thermodynamic

FIG. 1. ~a! Temperature dependence ofC/T for 1.15 and 1.28
GPa under zero magnetic field. The data connected by a line
cate the temperature dependence of the magnetization under 0
~b! Temperature dependence ofC/T under magnetic field of 2.5 and
3.0 T for 1.28 GPa. The data connected by a line indicate the t
perature dependence of the magnetization under 2.5 and 3.0 T
18051
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phase transition. From these results, the magnetic-field
pendence ofgn andT* is obtained as shown in Fig. 2 wher
the magnetization process at 1.8 K is also plotted. The tr
sition temperatureT* is determined by the heat-capacity an
the magnetization measurements as denoted by dotted lin
Fig. 1. Around H* ;1.8 T where T* appears, the
metamagnetic-like transition occurs in the magnetizat
process and correspondingly thegn value decreases drast
cally. The gn value tends to saturate at higher magne
fields. This suggests that the mass of the quasiparticle
strongly enhanced around the phase boundary whereT* be-
comes 0 K. The magnetic-field dependence ofgn is qualita-
tively consistent with the recent results of de Haas–van
phen ~dHvA! experiments abovePc* where the Fourier
spectra of the dHvA oscillations taken below and aboveH*
are different from each other and the cyclotron masses o
the branches detected aboveH* are lighter than those below
H* .16,17The enhancement of the magnetization belowT* or
the increment ofT* by applying magnetic field can be phe
nomenologically understood from the thermodynamic po
of view based on Ehrenfest’s theorem which should be
isfied at the second-order phase transition:

D~]M /]T!H52~DC/T* !@dT* /d~m0H !#. ~1!

Since dT* /dH is positive in the measured field,10

D(]M /]T)H should be negative, which is qualitativel
consistent with the experimental result. The values
DC/T* are about 70610 and 77610 mJ/mol K2 at 2.5 and
3.0 T, and then the values ofD(]M /]T)H at 2.5 and 3.0 T
are estimated as20.05660.007 and20.04460.006mB /
UK, respectively, using Eq.~1!. These values are in goo
agreement with those of20.05260.007 and 20.039
60.007mB /UK at 2.5 and 3.0 T, respectively, shown by th
dotted line in Fig. 1~b!. This agreement suggests the secon
order phase transition atT* . Watanabe and Miyake develo
a microscopic theory assuming thatT* is a coupled
charge- and spin density wave~CDW/SDW! transition
temperature.18 Various anomalous experimental results a
explained by the theory. However, there is no experimen

i-
T.

-

FIG. 2. Magnetic-field dependence of the magnetization,
linear heat-capacity coefficientg, andT* for 1.28 GPa.
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evidence for the CDW state at present. Recently, Pfleid
and Huxley suggest thatPc* is a first-order critical point from
the pressure dependence of magnetization at 2.0 K.11 From
the present study, it is clear that the enhancement ofg is due
to the critical fluctuation related to the phase transition atT* .
ThereforePc* is considered to be the weakly first-order
the second-order critical points. Further experimental inv
tigations are needed in order to understand the microsc
origin of the phase transition atT* .

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity at
temperatures is shown in the form ofC/T in Fig. 3. At 1.22
GPa, a clear peak associated with the superconducting
sition was observed at around 0.6 K, while the anom
smears at 1.15 and 1.28 GPa. At 1.22 GPa, the trans
temperature is estimated asTsc50.6060.10 K such that the
entropy is conserved as drawn by a broken line in Fig. 3. T
value ofDC/(gnTsc) is 0.2960.06 whereDC is the jump of
the heat-capacity atTsc andgn is the value ofC/T just above
Tsc . The residualg value obtained by the extrapolation o
C/T curve linearly to 0 K as shown in Fig. 3 isg0;72
65 mJ/mol K2 which is about 70% ofgn . By a similar
estimation for other data on this sample~no. 1!, the pressure
dependence ofDC/(gnTsc) andgn is obtained as shown b
circles in Fig. 4. The experimental result on another sam
~no. 2! which was cut from the same ingot for sample no
is also shown by squares. The pressure dependence oTsc
determined by zero resistance in the resistivity measurem
using the sample with similar quality to the present sampl
also plotted. The resistivity shows the superconductivity i
wide pressure range from 1.0 GPa toPc(;1.5 GPa). On the
other hand,DC/(gnTsc) shown a maximum aroundPc* , and
it is strongly suppressed when the pressure deviates f
Pc* . The maximum ofTsc(;0.72 K) at aroundPc* in the
resistivity measurement is consistent with the tempera
whereC/T starts to increase.

The heat capacity reflects the bulk nature of a sam
while the resistivity is governed by the supercurrent throu

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity for sa
no. 1 at 1.15, 1.22, and 1.28 GPa. The dotted line represent
equal entropy construction at each pressure. The full line is
extrapolation ofC/T curve linearly to 0 K.
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the paths of pure parts in a sample. Assuming that the z
resistivity indicates an ideal superconducting transition te
peratureTsc0 expected for a sample without an impurity, th
reduction rate ofTsc(5Tsc /Tsc0) due to the impurity is
about 0.83 aroundPc* . The largeg0 value indicates a large
residual density of states at the Fermi energyEF . The phe-
nomenological theories suggest that only the Fermi surf
of the majority band opens the superconducting gap and
minority band remains a normal state belowTsc .19,20Recent
band calculations pointed out that the contribution to
density of states atEF from the minority band is less tha
10% of the total density of states.21,22 Thus it is not appro-
priate to ascribe the contribution from the minority band
the origin of the largeg0 value. The contribution from the
considerable self-vortex state due to the coexistence
the ferromagnetism and the superconductivity is also ne
gibly small because the distance of the inter-vortic
(;1100 Å), estimated from the spontaneous magnetiza
~0.19 T:mord;1.0mB/U at Pc* ) assuming that vortices form
the Abrikosov triangle lattice, is about ten times larger th
the size of a vortex (; the coherence lengthj,
130 Å).13,23,24 It is well known that the small amount o
impurity easily gives rise to a finite residual density of sta
at EF in the superconductor with an anisotropic gap.25 In the
case of a triplet superconductor Sr2RuO4,26 the values ofg0
andTsc are known to be very sensitive to a small amount
impurity, where the relation between theg0 /gn value and the
reduction rate ofTsc(5Tsc /Tsc0) were explained by the
theory which evaluated the impurity effect on thep-wave
superconductor treating the impurity scattering close to
unitarity limit.27,28 In the case of the present sample, t
mean free pathl is about 1400 Å determined by the dHv
experiment and thenl /j;11.16 The g0/gn value and the re-
duction rate of Tsc are estimated asg0 /gn;0.7 and
Tsc /Tsc050.83. The application to the theory in Sr2RuO4
reveals g0/gn50.4560.10 and Tsc /Tsc050.8560.05 for
l /j511.28,29The values ofTsc /Tsc0 for both compounds are

le
an
e

FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of the superconducting trans
temperatureTsc determined by the resistivity measurement~the up-
per panel! and the value ofDC/(gnTsc) ~the lower panel!. The full
and dotted lines are guide for the eyes.
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in agreement within an experimental error. The larger va
of g0 /gn in the case of UGe2 might indicate that the presen
superconductivity is extremely sensitive to a small amoun
impurity. These results suggest the existence of an an
tropic gap in superconductivity.

In summary, contrary to the absence of the anomaly in
heat capacity at ambient pressure, the heat-capacity ano
is found at the characteristic temperatureT* 56.0 K at 1.15
GPa (,Pc* ). The thermodynamic consideration sugge
that a second-order phase transition takes place atT* andPc*
is the weakly first-order or the second-order critical poin
We also investigated the superconducting heat-capa
anomaly. The pressure dependence ofDC/(gnTsc) suggests
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